
Trend 
/trɛnd/  
a general direction 
in which something 
is developing or 
changing.

Trend definition document #3 

A leaner,  
stronger wholesale 
ecosystem that 
realises efficiencies 
and enables new 
opportunities
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From increased automation and connectivity to the push for 
cleaner and greener motoring; digitisation of sales channels, 
through to empowered customers calling the shots, there 
is rising demand for flexibility and agility. The approaches 
which will deliver success for automotive manufacturers, 
fleets and retailers tomorrow are not the same as we’ve 
seen in the past.  

In an era of significant volatility, uncertainty, complexity 
and ambiguity (VUCA – to coin a military and management 
acronym!), it isn’t enough to sit back and watch what 
happens. As a global organisation, with businesses 
operating across the entire vehicle lifecycle, Cox Automotive 
has a significant role to play in identifying trends, challenges 
and opportunities which the sector will face over the  
coming years.  

The automotive sector has a key role to play in the journey 
to zero emissions, with governments and legislators 
creating both push and pull forces on the industry. This 
will fundamentally change how we buy, sell, own and use 
vehicles. This short series of trend definition documents, 
alongside our annual Insight Report, is one way in which we 
are supporting partners and customers to set their strategy 
for success.

While we cannot and will not provide all the answers, this 
short series of automotive trend definition documents set 
out what we mean when talking about the biggest global 
issues of the day, and seek to help our customers navigate 
the complex path ahead of us. Over the coming pages, we 
explore one of these trends. We hope you’ll then investigate 
the wider series (you can find them all here) and let us know 
what you think via our events and social channels.

There is no doubt that global events of 2020 and 2021 left a lasting mark 
on the automotive sector, causing organisations to pivot business models, 
upgrade supply chains, and review routes to market. However, while some 
behaviours may have been accelerated, much of these changes form part of 
bigger trends that were already being felt across the automotive ecosystem.
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Definition
/dɛfɪˈnɪʃ(ə)n/
 
the act of defining a word, 
phrase, etc.

https://www.coxautoinc.eu/content-hub/automotive-trends/
https://www.coxautoinc.eu/content-hub/insight-report/


More is expected – and needed – from the automotive supply chain. From digitalisation 
that drives efficiencies and enables new opportunities, to partners who can facilitate 
vertical integration from factory gate to end of life. Increasingly, large fleet owners are 
seeking efficiencies and operational and brand consistencies across borders too. And the 
expectation is every link in the supply chain make a positive contribution to environmental, 
brand experience and corporate behaviours.

A leaner, stronger wholesale ecosystem that 
realises efficiencies and enables new opportunities

/ 03

At Cox Automotive, we are focused on several key areas within this trend:

• Deploying digital technologies to support manufacturers, 
fleets and retailers maximise asset utilisation and achieve 
optimum speed of sale and net return

• Understanding and addressing the needs of electric 
vehicles

• Helping customers offer multiple products from a single or 
shared fleet

• Maximising vehicle uptime through in-life services

• Understanding the opportunities and implications of 
vertical integration, new business models and direct to 
consumer engagement   

• Reducing the environmental impact of our operations

Efficiency
 
/ɪˈfɪʃ(ə)nsi/ 
 
the quality or state of being efficient; 
competence; effectiveness.
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The automotive sector has evolved from one of hardware to an industry in which the software is as 
important – if not more – as the vehicle casing surrounding it. Vehicles are increasingly connected 
to a digitised ecosystem. Automotive manufacturers are transitioning into digital-first companies 
or partnering with organisations that offer enhanced capabilities. Connected car technology 
is expanding at pace, with user experience at the top of the development checklist. Vehicle 
ownership and usership models are changing, while the sales process is increasingly digital. 

What do we mean  
by wholesale ecosystem? 

In among these primarily consumer-driven trends, it 
is important to consider the impact on the wholesale 
ecosystem. The line between retail and wholesale is 
blurring, with direct-to-consumer sales and deliveries; the 
emergence of the agency model in dealerships; increasing 
rental and leasing service companies; and a push for greater 
transparency in the automotive space. The vehicle parc is 
compressing, and the way in which vehicles are used and 
moved is changing. 

Within this transition, retailers, fleets and manufacturers all 
have different needs, from vehicle logistics and physical 
services to valuations and inspections, and remarketing 
support. However, one thing in common is being able 
to maximise the opportunities from the vehicle assets 
which pass through their business models. The wholesale 
ecosystem encompasses all of the solutions, services and 
technologies that enable the vehicle market to function 
effectively, on a national and international scale. Some have 
dubbed this ‘wholetailing’.
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Ecosystem
/ˈiː.kəʊˌsɪs.təm/
 
(in general use) a complex network or 
interconnected system.
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For the wholesale ecosystem to meet the needs of current and future drivers, 
and the businesses that serve them, it needs to be both leaner and stronger. 
Digital technologies can support retailers, fleets and manufacturers to manage, 
maintain and move their vehicle assets. Priorities include driving down days 
to sell, realising higher values, maximising data and insight to deliver the best 
return on stock, and adapting to new types of vehicle, fuel and finance.  

What do we mean by 
efficiencies and opportunities  

Opportunities exist around streamlining the consumer 
valuations and part-exchange process; vehicles can be 
listed for auction before they’ve even arrived on site at 
the dealership and fleets can find buyers for stock before 
it has been returned by the driver. Some manufacturers 
are becoming more vertically integrated within distribution 
and retail, while others are working closely with wholesale 
experts to redesign their channels to market.   

Automotive’s future lies in cooperation, collaboration and 
partnership.  New business models require organisations 
to come together to share their expertise and deliver a 
seamless experience for the driver, from factory gate to 
disposal and every touchpoint in between. We are seeing 
more vertical integration going on as manufacturers seek to 
optimise their place in this evolving value chain. They want 
to deal with fewer partners, and they also need to mitigate 
rising production and R&D costs. Disruption is taking place 
at all stages of the journey, from manufacturing and supply 
chain through to consumer relationship management.

Opportunity
 
/ɒpəˈtjuːnɪti/
 
a situation or condition favorable for 
attainment of a goal.

a good position, chance, or prospect, as 
for advancement or success.
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Areas of focus

This trend - a leaner, stronger wholesale ecosystem that realises 
efficiencies and enables new opportunities – is stimulating and 
influencing a wide variety of micro-trends and areas of focus.  
 
These include /
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Areas of focus
& micro-trends

Partnership

Digitisation

Rationalisation and 
consolidation

Outsourcing

Sustainable processes

Brand experience

Vertical integration

Driving down 
days to sell

Enabling mobility
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Creating a streamlined and joined-up experience between wholesale and retail is no longer 
optional. With increasingly digital processes, and rising consumer expectations, businesses 
at every stage of the automotive lifecycle need to consider how they will contribute to 
realising efficiencies and maximising new opportunities. The wholesale vehicle ecosystem 
is going through a period of big change, with decisions around consolidation, outsourcing, 
partnerships, and vertical integration.

What does this 
mean in practice?  

Digital tools should enable businesses to make smart 
decisions at every stage of the vehicle journey, while 
freeing up resource. They should remove friction, connect 
processes and drive efficiencies, all while promoting 
innovation. The lifecycle of a vehicle is increasingly complex, 
with mobility services multiplying the number of touchpoints. 
Reducing downtime and facilitating a consistent brand 
experience is vital. To meet these changing needs, the 
wholesale ecosystem must adapt.

Cox Automotive connects the wholesale market at every 
stage of a vehicle’s life with physical and digital solutions, 
insights, and expertise. For example, RMS Automotive’s 
modular vehicle management software links in-house and 
third-party systems to provide a single view of the vehicle 
from factory order to disposal. Vehicles cascade through 

owned channels, wholesale or retail marketplaces according 
to demand, opening up new opportunities for manufacturers 
and large fleet organisations. 

Collaboration in the wholesale space is also evidenced 
through Dealer Auction, the digital vehicle marketplace 
underpinned by Cox Automotive and Auto Trader. The 
joint venture works in close collaboration with the physical 
auction channels offered by sister business Manheim 
Auction Services. Stock is sold via the best channels to 
realise values for the vendor and increase access for buyers 
who want the power to choose.  
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Practice
/ˈpraktɪs/
the actual application or 
use of an idea, belief, or 
method, as opposed to 
theories relating to it.
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https://rmsautomotive.eu/
https://www.dealerauction.co.uk/
https://www.manheim.co.uk/
https://www.manheim.co.uk/
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/trɛnd//trɛnd/More insight from  
Cox Automotive Europe

Cox Automotive has the broadest, deepest, most complete view of the entire automotive ecosystem. 
Using our data and expertise, we regularly publish meaningful and helpful insight outputs to help 
customers and other stakeholders stay abreast of the latest industry trends and topics. 
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For the latest from Cox 
Automotive Europe, follow 

us on social media.
/ Our annual Insight Report

Our annual Insight Report - published in partnership with 
Grant Thornton – brings together expert opinion from 
across the automotive industry, alongside our own data 
and analysis to provide a robust picture of the factors set 
to have the biggest impact over the coming year.

View the Insight Report here 
 

/ AutoFocus

AutoFocus is a quarterly digital magazine that aims to 
share a fresh perspective on the latest new and used  
car market activity alongside timely and digestible 
analysis of the hot topics influencing our customers’ 
decision making.

Read the latest issue here 

/ The Fuel/hub

The Fuel/hub on the Cox Automotive Europe website 
aggregates fresh insight, knowledge and thought 
leadership content from our product brands, in addition 
to original Cox Automotive analysis and opinion.

Visit Fuel/hub here

If you’d like to understand more about Cox Automotive, 
our insights or solutions, please contact us and we’ll be 
in touch to arrange a conversation. Insight

/ˈɪnsʌɪt/
 
a chance to understand 
something or learn more 
about it.

https://www.facebook.com/CoxAutomotiveEurope/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/coxautomotiveeurope
https://twitter.com/CoxAutoEurope
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8DYkJnbSB_UlifeTGNB_nQ
https://www.coxautoinc.eu/content-hub/insight-report/
https://www.coxautoinc.eu/content-hub/autofocus/
https://www.coxautoinc.eu/content-hub/fuel/
mailto:insight.europe%40coxautoinc.com?subject=Cox%20Automotive%20Insights%20and%20Solutions
https://www.facebook.com/CoxAutomotiveeurope/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/coxautomotiveeurope
https://twitter.com/coxautoeurope
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8DYkJnbSB_UlifeTGNB_nQ
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